After taking *suo motu* cognizance of news reports of the gang rape of a minor girl in Greater Noida, a two-member team led by Ms. Rupa Kapoor, Member, National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) visited the spot and ascertained the status of the case from SHO, Kasna, Uttar Pradesh. The SHO conveyed that the incident occurred on 12th June, 2016 when the minor was at her music class near her house. An FIR was registered under section 376D (Gang rape), SC/ST Act and Section 3 of the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012. The SHO further informed the team that the 17-year old girl was sexually assaulted by four men identified as Pratap, Sharad, Prashant and Manish. The team found that the medical examination of the minor was conducted on 20th June, 2016, the day of reporting, in the district hospital, Gautam Buddh Nagar. Three accused, Pratap, Sharad, Prashant have been arrested so far. The team found that the music centre where the incident happened has been shut down.

The NCPCR team observed that the survivor has received appropriate attention by the Police and also the required medical attention on the same day when the offence was reported to the Police. The team directed SHO, Kasna to provide counseling service to the survivor through the Child Welfare Committee.

##
A two-member team led by Ms. Rupa Kapoor, Member, National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) visited the spot and ascertained the status of the case from SHO, Sec-20, Noida. The SHO conveyed that the incident occurred on 21st June, 2016 when the minor was playing; he lured her to show games on mobile phone and took her to a nearby room. An FIR was registered under section 376 IPC and section 6 of the POCSO Act 2012. The team found that the medical examination of the minor was conducted on time, the day of reporting. The accused have been arrested so far and the medical examination of the accused was also conducted to avoid loss of evidence.

The NCPCR team observed that the remarkable has been the role of the family especially the child’s father who has been determined to take the case ahead instead of covering up, the Police was cooperative so that the survivor has received appropriate attention by the Police and the required medical attention on the same day when the offence was reported to the Police. The team directed SHO, to provide counseling service to the survivor and the parents through the Child Welfare Committee.